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Abstract—In this paper we evaluate the performance a mobile
P2P query processing framework, where peers issue locationdependent range queries and receive temporal data. We consider
an environment where stationary objects generate temporal data
and peers issue location-dependent range queries. We evaluate
this framework by varying the constraints of range queries and
measure their effect on three metrics: percentage of queries
satisﬁed, fraction of data received and query response time. From
our simulations, we make two key observations: the range query
constraints have no impact on the performance metrics beyond a
certain threshold and the temporal nature of data drastically
limits the mobility beneﬁts (traditionally exploited by mobile
P2P query systems). We also present scenarios where a mobile
P2P query processing framework can be used to satisfy locationdependent range queries.
Keywords—query processing; range query; spatiotemporal data
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

With the ever increasing use of mobile devices in our
daily life, the demand for location-based services (LBS) has
increased exponentially [1]. The location based services provide value-added information by considering the location of
mobile users. LBSs has enabled the development of many
interesting applications, such as emergency services (e.g.,
for roadside assistance), location-dependent advertising (e.g.,
sending interesting offers to users near a shopping mall), or
tracking services (e.g., to keep track of ﬂeets of vehicles).
However, in order to provide location-based services we
need to process location-dependent queries. The response to a
location-dependent query depends on the location of querying
user. For example, a query—“Get bikes available at bike
stations within 5km”, the set of bike stations in response
depends on user’s current location and the time at which the
query was posed [2].
Existing systems that process location-dependent queries
utilize ﬁxed communication infrastructure and centralized
servers ( [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]). Scalability, bottlenecks, and
low fault-tolerance are some of the critical issues in centralized
systems. These systems have a central point of failure that
could result in the complete failure of LBSs for all users.
However, with the proliferation of mobile wireless devices
these location-dependent queries can also be processed at
peers using different communication technologies like IEEE
802.11 and Bluetooth. Further, increase in the computational
and storage capacity have enabled these devices to maintain
a repository of information obtained from several locationdependent queries. These advancements have made peer-topeer (p2p) query processing very appealing, where mobile
devices evaluate location-dependent queries on data stored in
978-1-4799-2736-4/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE
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Among the many variants of location-dependent queries,
range query on stationary objects has received a major focus of
attention in research [8]. A range query aims to retrieve objects
located within a certain range. Figure 1 shows an example
of range query and stationary object(s) (objects with ﬁxed
location) located inside it. Current works on range queries only
focus to retrieve data from stationary object(s) that produce
time invariant data. Thus, data obtained for queries issued
at same location does not change with time. In this paper,
we focus on location-dependent range queries to retrieve
data about stationary object(s) that produce time-varying or
temporal data. For example, the number of bikes available at
different bike stations in a city changes with time.
We present our mobile peer-to-peer query processing
framework where every mobile user maintain a repository of
temporal data received from stationary objects and execute
range queries received from its peers. We focus on a scenario
where stationary object(s) (e.g. bike stations) periodically
broadcast their temporal data (e.g. number of available bikes)
and mobile users (carrying wireless devices) issue range
queries to obtain data from stationary objects or peers. In this
scenario, the data obtained for queries issued at same location
can change with time
From our simulations, we observe that by using a peer-topeer query processing framework, users can obtain data from
peers around 70% of time (less than data obtained in traditional
centralized systems). The temporal nature of data limits the
amount of data received. Two primary reasons behind this
limitation are: requested data at peer is no longer valid due
to the temporal constraint (i.e., data gets expired) and peers
who do have data might be out of the communication range
(i.e., their mobility is not in the direction of location where the
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query was issued). Further, we also observe that increasing the
range of a query does not have any signiﬁcant impact on the
percentage of data obtained.
Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as
follows:
• To the best of our knowledge we are the ﬁrst one to
present an evaluation of range queries over stationary
objects with temporal data in a mobile peer-to-peer
query processing framework.
• We study the impact of two constraints of a range
query: distance and freshness, on data obtained.
• We show that freshness constraint reduces the beneﬁts
of mobile peer-to-peer framework and the distance
constraint does not effect the results after a certain
threshold.
• We consider a real world spatio-temporal data of
bike stations located in Toronto city and simulate the
mobility of users using a real world map of Toronto
city.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section
II, we give an overview of related work. We then describe our
mobile peer-to-peer query processing framework in Section III.
In Section IV, we present the evaluation of our query processing framework through simulations. Finally, we conclude the
paper with future directions in Section V.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Most of the work done on location-dependent range
queries in mobile environments are based on ﬁxed communication infrastructure and centralized database servers. They
utilize a client-server model, where mobile clients issue range
queries to central query processing servers [9] [10]. In these
systems, the stationary objects continuously transfer their data
to a central server and clients can obtain information about
near-by objects by issuing range queries to the central server.
The locations of different stationary objects are usually indexed
at the central server in the form of R* Tree [11] and its variants.
Some of the recent works [12], [13], [14], [15] also
address the issue of query processing in a mobile peer-to-peer
environment. In [12], the authors assume that medium range
connections exists between mobile devices and base-stations
that interface with the wired Internet infrastructure, thereby
partially relying on ﬁxed communication infrastructure. In
[14] [15], the authors deal with query processing with time
invariant (that does not change with time) data. However, in
real world scenarios the data generated by objects is usually
time varying in nature. The authors of [13] address the problem
of ﬁnding k-nearest objects in a scenario where every mobile
device maintains a continuously updated cache of k-nearest
objects. They only focus on obtaining the number of stationary
objects within a certain range in a mobile peer-to-peer query
processing framework. The authors assume that every mobile
device has prior information of all stationary objects in its
local storage and the cache is dynamically loaded with nearby
stationary objects based on the current location of device. This
assumption is not valid in scenarios where stationary objects
produce time varying data. Finally, these works do not consider
the data residing on stationary objects nor do they consider the
temporal variation of data.
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The work that is closely related to ours is spatio-temporal
search for data in a mobile adhoc communication settings
[16]. The authors also focus on querying for data that satisﬁes
certain spatial and temporal constraints. However, they have
only focused on scenarios that have single querying user.
This assumption does not meet the requirement of a real
world scenario, where multiple users simultaneously query for
information. In our paper, we focus on scenarios with multiple
querying users issuing location-dependent range queries to
obtain temporal data of stationary objects in a mobile peerto-peer environment. Further, we study the impact of different
query constraints in obtaining temporal data of stationary
objects.
III.

M OBILE P EER - TO -P EER Q UERY P ROCESSING

In this section, we describe our query processing framework. We ﬁrst present our network scenario in Section III-A.
Section III-B describes how users process data received directly from stationary objects. Finally in Section III-C, we
present the different components of query processing in our
mobile peer-to-peer framework.
A. Network Scenario
We consider a scenario consisting of stationary objects and
mobile users. Both stationary objects and users are equipped
with wireless devices like IEEE 802.11 that can communicate
with each other in an adhoc manner. Further we assume that
every user is aware of its location with the help of Global
Positioning System (GPS) or other mechanisms.
We categorize users into two types: Active and Passive.
Active users can be described as people who are interested
in obtaining some location based information and are issuing
queries to collect it. Passive users do not issue any query
proactively but store any data received directly from stationary
objects. The location of query is same as the location of user
who is issuing it.
Now, we present some of the notations that will be used
in describing our query processing framework:
Na :
Np :
M:
uai :
a
li (t) :
upj :
Ok :
lko :
qi (t) :
dk (t) :
ri (t) :

Number of Active mobile users
Number of Passive mobile users
Number of Stationary objects
Active user with index i, i ∈ 1, 2, 3, ...N a
Location of Active user uai at time t
Passive user with index j, j ∈ 1, 2, 3, ...N p
Stationary object with index k, k ∈ 1, 2, 3, ...M
Location of Object Ok
Range query issued by Active user uai at time t
Data packet transmitted by Object Ok at time t
Query response transmitted at time t

1) Stationary Object (Ok ): The data available at stationary
object Ok at any time t is represented as a time series.
Dk = {Dtk : t ∈ T }, T = {ti ; i ∈ N}
Every object Ok periodically broadcast its temporal data
item Dk into the network. If a mobile user (Active or Passive)
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Fig. 2.

Mobile Peer-to-Peer Query Processing Framework

comes within the communication range of Ok , then it might
receive Dk . The structure of data packet dk (t) transmitted by
a stationary object Ok at time t is given below:
dk (t) :={Ok , lko , Dk , t}
2) Data Repository: Both Active (uai ) and Passive (upj )
users maintains a local repository of data they receive. An
Active user might receive data directly from an object Ok or
by querying its peers (Active or Passive). However, a Passive
user can only receive data directly from an object Ok . The
format of local repository (R) and tuples (τ ) that can be stored
at every user is shown below:
R ={τ1 , τ2 , τ3 ....τM }, τk := {Ok , lko , Dk , t}
If τk is received either from stationary object or peer

dmax and df resh are two constraints that each data item
relevant to a query qi (t) must satisfy.
2) Query Propagation: The queries generated by Active
users are propagated to only those users who are within its
one hop neighborhood, i.e. when an Active user uai broadcast
its query at time t then users within its communication range
could receive and process the query qi (t). Furthermore, users
do not forward any queries they receive from neighbors.
3) Query Execution: When an Active (uai ) or Passive (upj )
user receives a query qi (t) from their neighboring Active user
then two possible scenarios can arise: 1) user ( uai or upj ) has no
data relevant to the query or 2) has data relevant to the query.
In the ﬁrst scenario, received query qi (t) is dropped, while in
the second scenario query is executed over data stored in local
repository.

B. Processing of Stationary Object(s) data
Algorithm 1 describes how Active and Passive users process and store data packet dk (t) they receive directly from Ok .
Algorithm 1 Processing of data from Stationary Objects
Require: data packet dk (t) , local repository R
Ensure: updated local repository R
for all τi in R do
if dk (t).Ok = τi .Oi and dk (t).t > τi .t then
Replace τi with dk (t) in R
end if
end for
C. Mobile Query Processing
In this section, we ﬁrst present how queries are generated
by Active users and how they are propagated in the network.
Then, we present how users execute these queries. Finally, we
present how the query responses are propagated back to the
querying user.
1) Query Generation: Active users generate queries and
periodically broadcast them into the network. A query qi (t)
transmitted by an Active user uai at time t contains the
following parameters:
qi (t) :={uai , lia (t), dmax , df resh , t}
dmax : Maximum distance from an object
df resh : Data freshness or how old an object’s data could be
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Algorithm 2 Query Execution
Require: query qi (t) , local repository R
Ensure: query result qR ⊂ R
qR = ∅ tnow = Current Time
for all τk in R do
if distance( qi (t).lia , τk .lko ) ≤ qi (t).dmax and
(tnow − τk .t ) ≤ qi (t).df resh then
Add τk to qR
end if
end for
The process of executing a query qi (t) over a local repository R is described in Algorithm 2. If a user processing the
query qi (t) has some relevant data (i.e., qR is not empty) then
a response ri (t) is transmitted back to the querying user. The
parameters of a response ri (t) is shown below:
ri (t) :={uai , lia (t), ux , lx , qR, t}
uai := Querying Active user with index i
lia := Location of Querying Active user with index i
 a
uj
if an Active user with index j responds
ux :=
upj
if a Passive user with index j responds
 a
lj
if an Active user with index j responds
lx :=
ljp
if a Passive user with index j responds
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4) Query Result Processing: Once an Active user uai
receives a response ri (t) for its query qi (t) it updates its
local repository. Algorithm 3 describes a simple procedure for
updating the local repository.
Algorithm 3 Local Repository Update
Require: response ri (t), local repository R
Ensure: updated local repository R
for all τi in ri (t).qR do
for all τj in R do
if τi .Oi = τj .Oj and τi .t > τj .t then
Replace τj with τi in R
end if
end for
end for
IV.

Fig. 3.

Bike Stations Located in Toronto City

B. Simulation Settings

E VALUATION

In this section, we describe the metrics used to evaluate
the performance of location-dependent range queries in mobile
peer-to-peer query processing framework and also present the
different simulation settings. Finally, based on our simulation
results we provide some key insights for using a mobile peerto-peer query processing framework.
A. Performance Metrics
In order to evaluate the performance of range queries
over stationary objects (with temporal data) in a mobile peerto-peer query processing framework, we use the following
three metrics: Average percentage of queries satisﬁed; Average
fraction of data received and Average query response time. We
deﬁne a data as valid if it satisﬁes both constraints dmax and
df resh .
1) Average percentage of satisﬁed queries: This metric is
the average (over all querying Active users in the network)
of the ratio of total number of satisﬁed queries over the
total number of queries issued by an Active user. It measures
the effectiveness of a mobile peer-to-peer query processing
framework in providing data to a querying user. If the peers
(or direct neighbors) of a querying user have some valid data
in their local repository, then the querying user could receive
multiple responses. We consider a query is satisﬁed if the
querying user will receive atleast one response. We assume
that, if a user receives at least one response to her/his query
then they can take some action based on it.
2) Average fraction of data received: This metric is the
average (over all querying Active users in the network) of the
ratio of total unique data received by a querying user over the
total unique data stored at peers. It measures the amount of
valid data (of stationary objects) received by all querying users
in the network. The peers within the communication range
of a querying user could have valid data of multiple objects.
However, due to the mobility of users, packet collisions, and
wireless properties, two problems could arise: peers might not
receive a query; or the response(s) might not be received by
the querying user. Therefore this metric measures the quality
of data obtained by a user.
3) Average Query Response Time: It measures how quick a
valid data (or response) could be received by a querying user.
It is the average time taken to receive the ﬁrst query response.
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We simulate our mobile peer-to-peer query processing
framework using INET framework of OMNeT++ [17] and use
SUMO [18] to simulate the mobility of users. We represent
the stationary objects by a set of bike stations distributed in a
city and its temporal data by the “number of available bikes at
different times”. For our simulations, we consider bike stations
distributed in the city of Toronto, Canada [19]. By utilizing a
live feed, we collect time-series data for bike stations located
in Toronto city and use it to simulate the temporal variation of
data at different bike stations. The bike stations periodically
transmit their temporal data for the entire simulation. Figure 3
shows the spatial distribution of bike stations in Toronto city.
We use an OpenStreetMap [20] of Toronto city to generate
different routes for both Active and Passive users. We chose
a random source and destination for each user and ﬁnd out a
possible route using Dijkstra’s Algorithm. In order to replicate
the real world environment, users enter the simulation area
at different times. Upon reaching their destination, users exit
the simulation area to replicate the scenario of people not
participating after they reach their home or ofﬁce. Therefore
the number of users present in the simulation changes with
time. The Active users only constitute a certain percentage of
total users moving around the city, while the remaining set of
users are Passive.
Stationary objects and users can communicate with each
other in an adhoc manner using a UDP networking protocol.
We set the communication range of each user to 100m, a
typical outdoor range of wireless devices. For bike stations,
we set the communication range to 200m as they depend on
ﬁxed infrastructure and have lesser power constraints.
Table I presents different simulation parameters and their
corresponding values.
TABLE I.

S IMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter

Value

Simulation Area (m2 )
Total Number of Bike Stations (M )
Max Number of Active Users (N a )
Max Number of Passive Users (N p )
Bike Station’s data transmission interval (in seconds)
Active user’s querying interval (in seconds)
Radio communication range of user (in meters)
Radio communication range of bike station (in meters)
Mobility Speed of every user (in meters/second)
Simulation Time (in seconds)

2200m X 2600m
31
160
1800
30s
60s
100m
200m
1.3m/s
1800s
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C. Simulation Results
The two constraints that describe every range query are:
distance constraint (dmax ) and freshness constraint (df resh ).
We evaluate the performance of our mobile peer-to-peer query
processing framework by varying these constraints and observe
their impact on performance metrics. Table II presents the set
of different constraints used in our evaluation.
TABLE II.
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d
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d
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d

= 120s

fresh
fresh

20

fresh
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= 60s

fresh

100m, 200m, 300m, 400m, 600m, 800m, 1000m
60s, 120s, 180s, 300s

10
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300

400

500

600

Query Constraint − d

When dmax is set to 300m, an ideal scenario arises due
to the communication range of users and bike stations used
in our setting. In this scenario, the peers of a querying user
are exactly in between the querying user and potential bike
stations. (i.e. peers are within the communication range of both
querying user and bike stations). Therefore the likelihood of
peers having valid data and responding to querying user is also
high.
Further, we observe a minor increase in Average percentage
of satisﬁed queries when dmax increases from 300m to 400m.
This increment is due to additional peers who come in contact
with a querying user—peers who are moving towards the
querying user. But, the magnitude of this increment decreases
as df resh varies from 300s to 60s. For lower values of
freshness even though there is an increase in the number of
peers (moving towards the querying user) the data stored in
their repository becomes stale (i.e. loses its temporal validity)
more quickly.
Finally, when dmax is increased beyond 400m, the percentage of satisﬁed queries does not change signiﬁcantly.
This is because the number of peers that participate in query
processing and have valid data reaches a threshold (in range
of 420-440 users).
The Average percentage of satisﬁed queries also increases
when df resh varies from 60s to 300s for a given dmax . By
increasing the value of freshness constraint, we increase the
temporal validity of objects stored in peers. This enables peers
to satisfy queries from users for a longer duration of time.
2) Effect of query constraints on Average fraction of data
received: Figure 5 shows the Average fraction of data received
for different values of freshness when dmax varies from
100m to 1000m. We observe that it varies differently in three
intervals: 100 ≤ dmax ≤ 200; 200 < dmax ≤ 300 and
dmax > 300
When dmax increases from 100m to 200m, the total valid
data (i.e. unique) stored at peers also increases. Thus, we
observe an increase in the total number of responses (see
Figure 6). This increase results in the growth of Average
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Fig. 4. Average percentage of satisﬁed queries when the distance constraint
dmax varies from 100m to 1000m

80

Average Fraction of Data Received (in %)

1) Effect of query constraints on Average percentage of
satisﬁed queries: Figure 4 shows the Average percentage of
satisﬁed queries for different values of freshness when dmax
varies from 100m to 1000m. When dmax grows from 100m
to 300m, we observe an increase in the percentage of satisﬁed
queries as the number of peers with valid data grows. Clearly,
as the number of peers increase, the likelihood that a querying
user receives atleast one response to its query also increases.
This increment in peers can also be observed from the increase
in total number of responses in the network (refer Figure 6).
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Fig. 5. Average fraction of data received when distance constraint dmax
varies from 100m to 1000m

fraction of data received. However, the magnitude of increment
is lower for higher values of freshness, because of multiple
users responding to a query are closer to each other and this
generates more collisions, effecting the fraction of data that a
querying user could receive. We observe an exception when
df resh = 60s, because the growth in valid data items does not
match with a similar growth in number of peers. In this case,
a signiﬁcant growth in the Average fraction of data received
happens when dmax moves from 200m to 300m.
For the other values of df resh , when dmax is increased to
300m, we observe a maximum increase in valid data stored
at peers due to the formation of an ideal scenario (described
in Subsection IV-C1). But, we do not observe a signiﬁcant
increase in the number of responses received successfully due
to collisions. Therefore as dmax grows from 200m to 300m, the
increase in the total data stored in peers does not correspond
3500
dfresh = 60s
d

fresh

= 120s

dfresh = 180s

3000

d

fresh

Total Number of Responses

dmax
df resh

R ANGE OF C ONSTRAINTS

Average Percentage of Queries Satisfied

80

= 300s

2500
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500

0

100
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Query Constraint − d

800

max

1000

(in meters)

Fig. 6. Total number of responses transmitted by all users for different levels
of dmax and df resh
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to equal increment in the data received by a querying user. As
a result, we ﬁnd a reduction in the Average fraction of data
received.
Finally, the Average fraction of data received does not vary
signiﬁcantly for further increments in dmax (beyond 300m)
because the number of valid data at peers does not increase
signiﬁcantly. This is also reﬂected in Figure 6 where the total
number of query responses does not vary signiﬁcantly (for any
level of freshness).
It is interesting to notice that the peak for Average fraction
of data received and Average percentage of satisﬁed queries
happens at different distance constraint values, as visible
by comparing Figures 4 and 5. As discussed before, this
difference is mainly due to collisions. In the beginning, as
distance constraint increases the number of peers with valid
data increases. Therefore, on one side the querying user has
more probability to receive a response for her/his query, but
the percentage of data received over the data stored at peers
does not increase due to collisions. We also observe that after a
given threshold (beyond 300 meters in our setting) both metrics
do not vary signiﬁcantly.
3) Effect of query constraints on Average query response:
Table III shows the Average query response time as the query
constraint df resh varies from 60s to 300s and dmax varies
from 100m to 1000m. We observe that df resh and dmax have
no impact of the average query response time.

df resh

TABLE III.

AVERAGE QUERY RESPONSE TIME ( IN SECONDS )

100m
1.223
1.234
1.258
1.212

60s
120s
180s
300s

V.

200m
1.286
1.282
1.223
1.203

dmax
300m
1.350
1.280
1.283
1.261

400m
1.291
1.244
1.268
1.250

600m
1.339
1.295
1.252
1.235

800m
1.287
1.267
1.263
1.254

1000m
1.265
1.274
1.253
1.233

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

We evaluate the performance of location-dependent range
queries in a mobile peer-to-peer querying processing framework. The environment consists of spatially distributed stationary objects and mobile users. Stationary objects generate temporally varying data and periodically broadcast them
into the environment. From our evaluation, we derive some
recommendations for using a mobile peer-to-peer querying
processing framework with location-dependent range queries:
•

•

The distance constraint dmax of a range query should
be greater than the communication range of objects.
Also, when choosing an adequately high value of
dmax , (in our case it is sufﬁcient more than 300
meters) the framework will enable querying users to
receive responses roughly 70% of the time, but further
increasing does not help.
Similarly, when choosing a sufﬁciently high value of
freshness constraint df resh , (in our case: more than 3
minutes) the framework will enable querying users to
receive responses roughly 70% of the time.

Therefore, a mobile peer-to-peer query processing framework
might not be useful in scenarios where querying users need to
obtain data of all object’s that satisfy distance and freshness
constraints. In these scenario a traditional centralized query
processing framework with infrastructure would be recommended.
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In future, we would like to consider more evaluation
scenarios and other data distribution strategies. We also plan
to observe the impact of other parameters like user’s mobility
speed and data injection rate by stationary objects on the
performance of range queries in mobile peer-to-peer query
processing framework. We also intend to generalize our results
and give a theoretical analysis of the framework.
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